National Club Scorecard

Background and purpose
The concept is developed so that all our Swedish Cricket Associations will have the tools to acquire
knowledge on how to run an association, create a good environment for the members and provide
opportunities to develop existing players and attract new ones regardless of nationality, gender, age
and ambition.
The interest in Cricket is growing and our vision is that we together will contribute to a continuing
growth to become a sport that is accessible to many more people. In order to accomplish this, it is
important that we have associations that function well, good values, a professional business with
good knowledge and good cooperation among all players in cricket, sports and the society.

Our Values - Diversity - Community - Everyone's right to participate
Cricket has got a fantastic diversity. The challenge in Sweden is perhaps to get more Swedes involved
in order to make the sport more established here. If the passion for Cricket is welcoming, inclusive
and cooperative, the community will get stronger and contribute to the development of the sport in
a positive way. It is important that everyone feels that he or she is welcome on the same conditions
so that many people will participate and contribute to Cricket's common goal to grow.

National Club Scorecard
To support the cricket associations, we have created a system for stimulating learning and
development in several areas. The association can get support from the material and other
resources, take responsibility for and lead its own development.

SCF will evaluate and report the associations' progress so that all associations can follow their own
development. A system based on points will show which associations invest in development and
learning.
We have invested in a continuous development instead of a certification model so that everyone
who works in the system feels satisfaction in moving forward and not only when the goal has been
achieved. The goal is constantly being moved forward and the system allows expansion with more
material as the need arises or conditions change.
The association does not have to do everything in a specific order. If you have worked a lot in a
certain area, you can send this information to get points and focus on other areas. As associations go
through the material, we can add new topics and tasks to continue the development. Some tasks
must be done or revised at different intervals e.g. annually as the association develops, conditions
change and Boards are replaced.

Structure of the National Club Scorecard
The entire system is built around four classrooms.

Club Fitness
The basis of every association is KNOWLEDGE and a well-functioning organization.
Here your find knowledge on how to run an association, statutes / governing documents, democracy,
economy and governance. Fitness means that the association has a "basic condition" to run a good
business.
Topics in Club Fitness:
•
•
•
•

Basic club knowledge
Statutes
Economics / Finance
Democratic governance / Good governance

Club Values & Culture
The next step is a strong CULTURE with sound values that make the association attractive, welcoming
and safe. Here we work with fundamental values and cultural issues. A successful business has good
core values. An inclusive and secure organization is a prerequisite to attract new members and for a
good development to existing members.
Topics in Club Values and Culture:
•
•
•
•

Core values
Equality
Diversity
Safe Cricket / Safeguarding

Club Performance
A sports association trains athletes regardless of ambition and this needs to be done
with QUALITY. The tools for conducting a good sports activity are found in Cricket and in the Swedish

sports movement. Through long-term and structured work, we can build a better business and create
a good development for sports and individual athletes. Here we handle Cricket training and
competitions as well as the support of SCF and RF's decisions, regulations, business idea, values and
vision.
Topics in Club Performance:
•
•
•
•

The Cricket Association
RF and the Swedish sports movement
Competitions and games
Education and training

Commitment to Cricket
Cricket is our PASSION that we all share. In order to grow and develop, we must work towards
common goals, for growth, collaboration and to show the best side of Cricket.
Topics in Commitment to Cricket:
•
•
•
•

Cooperation.
Common goals.
Together we grow.
Our top benefits.

This is how it works
Board decision
The Board must first and foremost make decisions.
•
•
•
•

If and how the association will work with NCS.
Who shall be responsible for NCS.
What possible extra resources need to be added for NCS.
What the association should aim for with this investment.

The Board or an appointed group must review the material and answer the tacks together. It is
important that the responsibility is delegated by the Board. It is also good to set goals with a clear
deadline.

Support from RF-SISU
An advantage with working in a group is that you can probably get support from RF-SISU. Contact
your RF-SISU consultant and discuss how they can help you and if there may be courses or other help
available to support your work. You find your consultant on our website https://www.cricket.se/omoss/din-idrottskonsulent-44739289

Getting Started
The National Club Scorecard concept is built in Google Classroom, a web tool that works both on
computers and mobiles. You will probably get the best experience on a computer with a slightly
larger screen or projector if you work together in the same room.

IMPORTANT: To work in Google Classroom, the association needs a Gmail account, so if you do not
have one, you should create one for this purpose. It should not be a personal account linked to a
specific person, but it should be clear that it is the association's Gmail account. The account must be
able to be used by designated persons in the association for a longer period of time.
Report your Gmail email account to ncs.svenskcricket@gmail.com
and your association will receive an invitation to our Google Classrooms.

Step by step
1.
2.
3.
4.

Board decision to work with NCS and who will participate.
Create a Gmail account for the association if you don’t have one.
Report your Gmail account to SCF at ncs.svenskcricket@gmail.com
Inform your RF-SISU consultant that you will be working with NCS.

5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Book working sessions when you enter the classroom with your received link.
Choose which part to start with.
Read the material.
Discuss each part together.
When you are done, you do the task / tasks linked to each topic.

Assessment
All submitted information is evaluated on the basis different criteria and points are awarded at
different levels. Each association's total points are summed up and the score will be visualized and
officially reported. Associations that work actively with their own development and collect points in
the system will be prioritized for certain resources such as project support.

The NCS work
From the start, all classrooms are not open and all subjects may not be visible but opened gradually.
Feel free to choose one classroom and subject at a time. It is usually good to start from the top and
continue downwards, but the choice is yours based on your own association's situation.
When you open a classroom, you come to something called "Flow". This is a site for communication
only. Click on "Class assignments" at the top to find subjects and material.
There is usually more material under each topic than can be seen on the screen, but if you click on
each heading, you limit what is displayed to one topic at a time and will get a better overview.
Each topic contains material to read, films to watch or links to websites to visit and then a task to
answer or perform.
A lot of material will be available in both Swedish and English with the English version directly below
the Swedish, so people with different preferences can easily find the language they prefer.
Please review the material carefully and reflect on it together. When you are ready, you submit the
information. The task may be to fill in a form or to submit something. In some cases, we might look
at how well you meet the criteria by looking at other systems.
Forms are returned to the association's e-mail with corrected answers and a detailed explanation, so
feel free to go through the answers again to improve your skills.

